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Abstract
In this study, we present a unique 15-year hail streak climatology for Switzerland based on
volumetric radar reflectivity. Two radar-based hail detection products and an automatic
thunderstorm tracking algorithm were reprocessed for the extended convective season (April
– September) between 2002 and 2016. More than 1.1 million convective cells were
automatically tracked over the full radar domain, and over 191’000 storms and 31’000 hail
streaks in the considered subdomain were selected for analysis following consistency and
robustness tests.
The year-to-year variability in the number of hail storms reveals two types of convective
seasons: i) few seasons with a hail frequency far above the average and ii) all other years with
an average number of hail storms. A high number of hail storms in a particular year is not
correlated with a higher number of convective storms in general, but is related to a greater
fraction of severe storms.
Convection initiation, hail initiation, and hail frequency maxima are located along the
southern and northern foothills over the pre-Alpine area and over the Jura mountains. Few
hail streaks are present over the Alpine main ridge. Hail streak frequency and location is
found to be strongly dependent on the synoptic-scale weather regimes. This is important for
monthly and seasonal outlooks, as well as for climate modelling.
Analysis of storm life cycles shows that: i) the majority of hail swaths contains only a single
hail streak, ii) severe storms follow a more rapid evolution during their initial stages than do
less severe storms, and iii) severe storms produce more spatially extended hail streaks.
Finally, significant seasonal and diurnal cycles are present in most of the considered storm
characteristics.
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1 Introduction
Severe weather monitoring and forecasting in areas with complex orography like the Alps
is a challenging task. The predictability of convective precipitation, especially if it is not
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organized in large-scale structures (e.g. fronts), is very limited because of its chaotic
nature and its high spatial and temporal variability (e.g. Wilson et al., 1998; Hanley et al.,
2011; López et al., 2007; Melcón et al., 2017). For these reasons, severe weather
climatologies continue to provide an important source of information for operational
forecasting and warning purposes (e.g. Johns and Doswell, 1992), for climate monitoring
(e.g. Kunkel et al., 2013), for the verification of numerical weather prediction (NWP)
model output (e.g. Rajeevan et al., 2010; Spiridonov et al., 2010; Sokol et al., 2016), and for
applications in the insurance sector (Botzen et al., 2010).
During the last decades, hail climatologies based mainly on human observations as well as
on hailpad networks have been compiled in several different countries. A comprehensive
overview for Europe is provided by Punge and Kunz (2016). The increasing availability of
“long-term” volumetric weather-radar datasets opens up new opportunities for hail
climatology studies. Radar-based hail detection algorithms offer a viable means of
investigating hail in areas where traditional observation networks are not available, as is
the case in Switzerland. Furthermore, radar-based approaches cover large areas and
provide data at high spatio-temporal resolution (e.g. Kunz and Kugel, 2015; Martius et al.,
2017). Radar-based hail detection algorithms have been used to compile gridded hail
climatologies in different countries (e.g. Kunz and Puskeiler, 2010, Cintineo et al., 2012;
Puskeiler, 2013, Skripniková and Řezáčová, 2014, Kunz and Kugel, 2015, Lukach et al.,
2017), including the Swiss alpine area (Nisi et al., 2016). Such gridded analyses provide
information about the spatio-temporal distribution of hail, as well as about yearly,
seasonal, and diurnal cycles. These datasets provide a Eulerian perspective on a pixel
basis with typical spatial resolution of 1 – 4 km2. Detailed statistics on convection
initiation, storm intensification, hail initiation and decay, and storm footprints require
Lagrangian information regarding the life cycles of individual storms. Thunderstorms
produce hail in the form of hail streaks (hereafter HST). These are spatially coherent areas
with hail on the ground (Changnon, 1970) inside a storm path (hereafter SPA). During its
life cycle, a single thunderstorm can produce several HSTs. According to Changnon
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(1970), the envelope encompassing all HSTs of a storm is called a hail swath (hereafter
HSW).
The creation of Lagrangian thunderstorm-object datasets is computationally challenging
and requires an automatic storm-tracking system. For this reason, few studies to date have
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included large thunderstorm datasets in their analysis. For example, Kelly et al. (1985)
used hail and wind reports to compute a climatology of nontornadic severe thunderstorms
over the U.S. Thunderstorms were clustered according to related severe weather reports.
Because of the limited spatio-temporal resolution of the available data, a detailed study of
thunderstorm life cycles was not possible. Due to their high spatio-temporal resolution,
weather radar data allow for the detection of both SPAs and HSWs. For example, Basara
et al. (2007) compiled a HSW occurrence map over the U.S. for the time period 2001–
2003 using a semi-automatic procedure that included a hail swath detection algorithm.
Automatic storm detection algorithms applied to radar data allow for the processing of
large datasets. For example, an automated object-based approach was used by Wapler et
al. (2016) to detect and track more than 37’000 mesocyclones over Germany between
2012 and 2014.
In this study, an automatic thunderstorm tracking system has been used to reprocess 15
years of homogeneous, full resolution volumetric radar data. With the addition of hail
information provided by two radar-based hail detection algorithms, a unique database of
more than 1.1 million thunderstorms has been compiled. After consistency and robustness
filtering (see sections 3.3 and 3.4), more than 191’000 storms and 31’000 hail streaks have
been included in the analysis.
The aim of this study is to characterize thunderstorms and HSWs over Switzerland and
adjacent areas. Specifically, the following questions will be addressed: (i) Where do different
storm types (non-hail storms, hail storms, severe hail storms) occur? (ii) Are there differences
in the life cycles of different storm types and are there differences in the life cycles of storms
depending on the synoptic-scale weather conditions? (iii) Are there seasonal or diurnal
variations in the geometrical characteristics of SPAs and HSTs?
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vestigation area
Part of our investiigation areaa is locatedd in the com
mplex oroggraphy of thhe Alps (Fiigure 1),
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where tthe terrain ranges froom 100 to >4000 m a.s.l. The region
r
undder investiggation is
coveredd by three radars,
r
the Albis, La Dôle
D
and M
Monte Lemaa, located in the northheastern,
westernn, and sou
uthern partts of Swittzerland (F
Figure 1). The location of im
mportant
topograaphic entitiees, namely the Jura mountains, thhe pre-Alpiine area, annd the foothhills, are
illustratted in Figurre 1 in Nisii et al. (2016).

Figure 1:
1 The investtigation areaa of this study
y is indicatedd on the left. On the righht, the topogrraphy and
the locattions of the three
t
radars used
u
in this study are shown in red. The orange dots indicatee the new
radar sitees that were added in 20114 and 2016,, but are not considered in this study.

2.2. Ra
adar obserrvations
This stuudy uses thhree C-bandd radars from the MeeteoSwiss radar
r
netwo
ork. Between 2011
and 2012, all threee C-band Doppler raadars (Joss et al., 199
98) were reeplaced with dualw
added in 2014
polarisaation radarss (Germannn et al, 2015). Two addditional raadar sites were
and 2016 (Figure 1). Becauuse of theirr limited datasets,
d
theese two radar sites were
w
not
d
covvers 15 yeaars (2002-22016), withh a spatio-temporal
included in this sttudy. The dataset
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resolution of 1 km2 and 5 minutes. More details on the radar data are summarized in Table
1 in Nisi et al. (2016) and presented extensively in Joss et al. (1998) and in Germann et al.
(2006, 2016, 2017). This study uses the same single polarisation radar-based hail detection
products as presented in Nisi et al. (2016), namely the Probability of Hail (hereafter POH)
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and the Maximum Expected Severe Hail Size (hereafter MESHS). Both products are
described in detail in section 3.1.
2.3. Model data
The radar-based hail detection algorithms require information on the freezing level height
(hereafter H0). This information is extracted from the analysis data of the regional numerical
weather prediction (NWP) model COnsortium for Small-scale MOdelling (COSMO-CH;
http://cosmo-model.org/). COSMO-CH is a non-hydrostatic, regional, high-resolution
numerical weather prediction model operated by MeteoSwiss. Due to model changes in the
investigation period, the horizontal resolutions employed in this study are 6.6 x 6.6 km²
(COSMO-7; 04.2002-03.2008), 2.2 x 2.2 km² (COSMO-2; 04.2008-08.2016) and 1x1 km²
(COSMO-1, 09.2016). The temporal resolution is 1 hour. These changes and other model
modifications had no significant effects on the H0 fields (see Nisi et al., 2016 for more
details).
2.4. Weather Type classification
This study uses a weather type (hereafter WT) classification (Weusthoff, 2011) that is based
on the geopotential, the mean wind speed and the wind direction on 500 hPa over central
Europe taken from the ERA-Interim dataset (Dee et al. 2011). WTs are defined on a daily
basis and are classified according to the synoptic situation over Switzerland. 8 main flow
directions (WT1-WT8), low pressure (WT9) and high pressure (WT10) are provided
(Weusthoff, 2011).

3

Methods

3.1. Probability of Hail (POH) and Maximum Expected Severe Hail Size (MESHS)
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POH and MESHS are empirical, radar-based hail detection algorithms. Both are extensively
described in chapter 3.1 and 3.2 of Nisi et al. (2016), where algorithms, respective equations
and verifications scores are provided. Here, a short summary of the most important
information is provided. POH uses the vertical distance between the 45 dBZ echo top height
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(hereafter ET45) and the H0 as an indicator for the presence of falling hailstones on the
ground following Waldvogel et al. (1979). ET45 is the highest altitude at which a radar
reflectivity of 45 dBZ or more is detected (Donaldson, 1961). POH provides a probability
estimate of the presence of hail of any size on the ground, with a scale ranging from 0% (no
hail; ET45 – H0 <1.65 km) to 100% (hail; ET45 – H0 >5.5 km). POH should not be confused
with the Probability of Severe Hail (POSH; Witt et al., 1998), which is estimated from HO
and the Severe Hail Index parameter (SHI), a thermally weighted vertical integration of a
reflectivity profile of a storm cell.
MESHS provides an estimation of the maximum size of hailstones on the ground for hailstone
diameters equal to or larger than 2 cm. MESHS is derived from the difference between the
50 dBZ echo top height (hereafter ET50) and H0 (Treloar, 1998). MESHS should not be
confused with the Maximum Estimated Size of Hail (MESH; Witt et al., 1998), which
represents the square root of SHI.
POH and MESHS are not based on the direct measurement/observation of hail. However,
validations against insurance loss data (e.g. Skripniková and Řezáčová, 2014; Kunz and
Kugel, 2015; Morel 2014; Nisi et al., 2016) show that radar-based algorithms are reliable
proxies for hail detection. In Nisi et al. (2016), POH damage reports from an automobile
insurance company are used as an independent dataset to validate POH.
Verification results confirm that radar-based hail detection algorithms provide valuable
information on hail probability. Indeed, for Switzerland, POH values of 80% or higher yield a
best critical success index (CSI) with a probability of detection (POD) higher than 0.9 and a
false alarm rate (FAR) of 0.5 or less. It should be noted that cars are damaged only by severe
hail sizes (i.e. ≥ 2 cm). A verification with insurance crop losses, which can result from
smaller hailstones (e.g. 0.5 – 1 cm), will probably yield a smaller FAR (Saltikoff et al., 2010;
Delobbe et al., 2005). Due to very scarce hailstone size ground observations, a comprehensive
validation of the MESHS hailstone size estimates for Switzerland is currently missing.
However, first comparisons with novel crowd-sourced hail size information show a good
hailstone size agreement in the mean, but also reveal substantial variance in hail size
estimates (Betschart and Hering, 2012; Noti 2016). This is one reason to use hailstone size
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classes rather than very detailed size information. Three thresholds are used to define hail
severity classes: POH ≥ 80%, MESHS ≥ 2 cm and MESHS ≥ 4 cm. The POH ≥ 80% class
includes all hail storms, regardless of the hailstone size. The MESHS ≥ 2 cm and MESHS ≥ 4
cm classes include only severe hail storms. The POH and MESHS versions by Foote et al.
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(2005) and Joe et al. (2004), respectively, have been implemented operationally at
MeteoSwiss since 2009 and are used in this study to reprocess radar data between 2002 and
2016.

3.2 Thunderstorms Radar Tracking (TRT)
TRT is a 3D multiple-radar tracking algorithm for thunderstorms (Hering et al., 2008; Rotach
et al., 2009). It is used operationally at MeteoSwiss for severe thunderstorm warnings. Its
purpose is (1) to detect the position of thunderstorms, (2) to classify their severity according
to thresholds of radar-based parameters (VIL, vertically integrated liquid, Greene et al., 1972;
ET45 and Max Echo, Joss et al., 1998) and (3) to extrapolate the position for the next 60 min
based on Lagrangian persistence rules. TRT is used in this study to identify ordinary and
severe thunderstorm paths.
TRT is based on a dynamic thresholding scheme that permits the identification of each
convective storm by means of individual thresholds (Crane, 1979). Each storm is identified
based on a reflectivity threshold (36 – 48 dBZ) that separates it from nearby storms using the
Max Echo product. The varying thresholds are particularly important for detecting and
tracking convective storms at different stages in the life cycle with the same algorithm.
Furthermore, single storms embedded in squall lines or other multi-storm clusters can be
tracked individually.
TRT is a two-step algorithm: a first part provides 2D storm-objects and related geographical
and geometric information (“tracking”). A second part estimates the severity of detected
storms by including 3D radar data (“ranking”). The TRT output from the first step is used to
reprocess radar data and combine the track information with POH and MESHS data. For a
detailed explanation of the TRT algorithm, please refer to Hering et al. (2004), Hering et al.
(2008), Rotach et al. (2009) and Nisi et al. (2014).

3.3 Creating a thunderstorms dataset
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The analysis covers the extended convective season from April to September from 2002 to
2016. In this 15-year time span, the input data quality from both the radar and COSMOCH is high and fairly homogeneous. The latest updated operational versions of the TRT,
POH and MESHS algorithms have been used to reprocess over 47 million scans (~2.3
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million volumetric scans) from the Albis, Monte Lema and La Dôle radars. Reprocessing
the data with the latest algorithms maximises the homogeneity of the final products.
Composite products are created directly from the polar radar volumes. A dedicated
algorithm creates each composite pixel by taking account of original measurements from
all involved radars. Data gates from each of the available radar polar volumes are
collected and then averaged individually according to their altitude. Then, all available
single radar data columns are combined into a single column (each radar has a weight
equal to 1). For echo top products, the averaged data at different heights in the single
vertical column are processed. Successively, a top-down approach searches for reflectivity
higher than a given threshold (e.g. 45 or 50 dBZ) at the highest altitude. If no reflectivity
equal to the given threshold is found, linear interpolation is applied. Vertical resolution is
200 meters.
Figure 2 shows the procedure used to create the hail storm database. A first version was
already presented in Nisi et al. (2016). Added here is the reprocessing of the Max Echo
product and the tracking part of TRT. The last step is the matching of the TRT tracks with
the POH and MESHS products. A dedicated algorithm matches the POH and MESHS
fields with the TRT storms for every 5-minute interval (Figure 3). The distribution of
POH and MESHS values inside the borders of the detected storms was stored in the
database.
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Figure 22: Reprocesssing strategy scheme, dataabase and intermediate products.
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Figure 33: Example of TRT storm
m tracks andd hail detection. A multii-cell cluster is detected, but only
the storm
m located to
o the north of
o the lake of
o Geneva produced
p
siggnificant hail. Colours innside the
storms shhow the maxximum hail size
s provided
d by MESHS
S.

The thuunderstorm database contains
c
moore than 1.11 million fiiles (radial distance fuull radar
domainn: 230 km former
f
geneeration and 246 km cuurrent generation); eacch file conttains the
entire llife cycle of
o a singlee storm. Th
he list of storm
s
paraameters stored in the files is
provideed in Tablee 2 in Appendix 1. The
T fully diigital proceessing of th
he data guarantees
homogeeneity and objectivityy. The resuult is a unnique databbase for thee Alpine aarea that
offers m
many new research opportuniti
o
ies. Schem
mm et al. (2016)
(
usedd this dataabase to
investiggate hail iniitiation eveents in pre-ffrontal enviironments.

3.4 Sto
orm and hail swath detections
s
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Terms like storm path, hail streak, hail swath, storm- and hail initiation are used
throughout this manuscript. These elements have already been defined and described in
the literature, but a short introduction is provided here.
In radar data studies, storm initiation is often defined as the first detection of a radar
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reflectivity signal exceeding 30 - 35 dBZ (e.g. Dixon and Wiener, 1993; Johnson et al.,
1998; Roberts and Rutledge, 2003; Mecikalski and Bedka, 2006). The same definition is
used in this study, since TRT runs with a minimum detection threshold of 35 dBZ.
However, storm life cycle usually begins before the first hydrometeors are detectable by
radars (cumulus humilis, cumulus mediocris; e.g. Stull, 1985). For example, several
studies have demonstrated that satellite data can provide information about significant
storm development some tens of minutes prior to the radar (e.g. Knight and Miller, 1993;
Roberts and Rutledge, 2003; Mecikalski et al., 2008, 2010, 2013; Nisi et al., 2014). Since
satellite datasets are not included in the study, the very early stages of convective storms
are not included in the analysis.
To minimize TRT misdetections, only storms with a minimum duration of 15 minutes
were included in the analysis. Furthermore, new storms that originate from splitting
processes (Bluestein et al., 1990) are not considered in the storm initiation analysis.
Finally, to avoid areas where beam widening effects become large (e.g. Cintineo et al.,
2012), the maximum range between the location of the storm and the radar site is set to
160 km. With these restrictions, approximately 191’000 out of 1.1 million detected storms
are included in the 15-year period of analysis. Of these, approximately 31’000 are hail
storms.
Hail swaths (HSWs) are the “hail footprints” of storms. Their geometric form is usually
narrow and elongated (e.g. Figure 4). Hail swaths typically vary in width from a few
hundred meters to a few kilometres, and in length from a few kilometres to several tens of
kilometres (Foote and Knight, 1977; Knight and Knight, 2001). A HSW can contain
several hail streaks (HST, Figure 4). In this study, a HST is detected when a thunderstorm
shows POH values exceeding 80% over an area of at least 5 km2. The first time step at
which these criteria are met is considered as the HST initiation time. During its life cycle,
a storm can produce several non-contiguous HSTs. In this study, two HSTs must show a
minimum time difference of 15 minutes to be considered independent. A sensitivity
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datasetss.

Figure 4:
4 Illustration
n of some concepts used in this manuuscript. Adap
pted from Ch
hangnon (19970).

Storms are divided
d into two main
m
classees:

1.

ordinary
y storms: thunderstor
t
rms with PO
OH < 80 % during thhe entire stoorm life
cycle;

2.

hail storms: thundderstorms with
w a HSW
W of at leastt 5 km2 with
h POH ≥ 800%.

wo classes contain
c
100% of the sttorms selected for thiss study. Thiis means
Togetheer, these tw
that eacch storm takken into acccount belongs to eitheer the ordinnary storm class or to the hail
storms class. Hail informatioon from ME
ESHS is theen used to further
f
diviide storms into
i
two
subclasses accordiing to hail size:
s

2a.

hail storrms ≥ 2 cm
m: thundersstorms withh a HSW of
o at least 5 km2 with POH ≥
80% andd at least 5 km2 with MESHS
M
≥ 2 cm;

2b.

hail storrms ≥ 4 cm
m: thundersstorms withh a HSW of
o at least 5 km2 with POH ≥
80% annd at least 5 km2 with MESHS
M
≥ 4 cm.
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Note that the hail storm ≥ 2 cm class contains the storms of the hail storm ≥ 4 cm class.
There is no direct relationship between POH ≥ 80% and MESHS ≥ 2 and ≥ 4 cm, since
POH and MESHS are two different algorithms. MESHS classes are more discriminant and
contain only the most severe hail storms. The POH ≥ 80% class also contains hail storms
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with hailstones smaller than 2 cm.
Finally, storms can also be described by their explosivity. This term is often used to
highlight the rapid deepening of an extratropical cyclone (e.g. Sanders, 1986). In the
literature, it is also often used to describe rapid thunderstorm development or
intensification (e.g. Wicker and Wilhelmson, 1995; Mecikalski et al., 2013), typically
when a storm develops in a very unstable environment but with a strong capping layer
(e.g. McGinley, 1986). In this study, the time difference between storm initiation and
HSW initiation is used as a proxy for storm explosivity (Figure 13, d). The shorter this
time difference is, the more explosive the storm is.
In the diurnal cycle analysis, all times are given in UTC (Universal Time Coordinated). In
Switzerland, the Central European Summer Time (CEST) is used and corresponds to UTC
+ 2 hours.

4 Results and discussion
The thunderstorm database described in the previous section is used to calculate hail
storm statistics. First, the frequency of different types of storms, including their spatial
distribution and annual frequency anomalies, are presented. The focus is on storm- and
HST initiation associated with different WTs. Second, the characteristics of HSTs are
discussed.

4.1. Storm type occurrence and temporal variability
The annual number of storms decreases with increasing hail threshold (Figure 5). In total,
an average of more than 12’700 storms are detected each year (standard deviation = 2200;
hereafter STD). Of these, slightly more than 10’000 are ordinary storms (STD = 2500)
and approximately 2’100 are hail storms with POH ≥ 80% (STD = 770). These again
contain, on average, approximately 1’200 hail storms with MESHS ≥ 2 cm (STD = 450)
and 460 hail storms with MESHS ≥ 4 cm (STD = 180). In the 15-year period, the number
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of ordinary storms increased slightly (by 3.3% per year). This is a tendency and not a
trend. Trend analysis in general, including thunderstorm frequency, requires high spatial
coverage and long-term datasets. Since the time span of our dataset is limited, trends
cannot be calculated.
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To capture the year-to-year variability, standardized annual storm number anomalies (Wilks,
2006; Nisi et al., 2016) are calculated for all ordinary thunderstorms and hail storms. The
ordinary thunderstorm anomalies are within the interval ± 0.7 STD for 12 out of 15 years
(Figure 6). During three years (2003, 2014, 2016), the anomalies exceed |1.5| STD. The
anomalies for all hail storm classes show less year-to-year variability: 11 years show very
similar anomalies and only 4 years show strong positive anomalies. We can distinguish two
types of convective seasons: seasons with an above average hail frequency, and others with an
average number of hail storms. The number of hail storms in “normal” seasons is almost
constant. There is an apparent decrease in the number of hail storms due to the fact that there
have been no seasons with an above average hail frequency since 2009.
Yearly differences are a first indication that the overall hail storm frequency may be driven by
large-scale circulation patterns (e.g. Giaiotti et al., 2003). An analysis of long series of
lightning data demonstrated, for example, that the North Atlantic Oscillation (hereafter
NAO) has a significant impact on the occurrence of convection over different areas of
Europe (Piper and Kunz, 2017). Furthermore, Riemann-Campe et al. (2010) found that
CAPE and CIN are correlated with the NOA in the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere.
Negative phases of NAO are characterized by frequent troughs moving toward Central
Europe; the related quasi-geostrophic forcing favours the initiation of convection. During
positive NAO, the jet stream shifts toward northern Europe and anticyclonic conditions,
and therefore stronger convective inhibition, persist over central and southern Europe.
Piper and Kunz (2017) demonstrated that the relationship between NAO phases and
thunderstorm frequency is not homogeneous over the whole Alpine area. Orographic
forcing and local Alpine and sub-Alpine climates also affect the occurrence of
thunderstorms (e.g. Nisi et al., 2016).
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Figure 55: Annual nuumber of dettected convecctive storms for (a) all sttorms (black circles) andd ordinary
storms oonly (grey baars) and hail storms with POH ≥ 80%
% (b), MESHS ≥ 2 cm (c)) and MESH
HS ≥ 4 cm
(d).

Figure 66: Annual standardized storm
s
numbeer anomalies of all ordinary storms (a) and all haail storms
with POH ≥ 80% (b)), all hail stoorms with ME
ESHS ≥ 2 cm
m (c) and all hail storms with MESH
HS ≥ 4 cm
(d).
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High hail storm frequencies are not related to the general increase in the number of convective
storms. On the contrary, a convective season with a large number of storms does not typically
coincide with a positive hail storm anomaly. For example, the highest number of convective
storms was detected in 2014 (Figure 5, a), but most of them were ordinary, non-hail
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producing thunderstorms and the hail storm number anomalies for this year were negative.
On average, the percentage of ordinary storms is four times larger (~83%) than the percentace
of hailstorms. Overall, more than 8 in 10 thunderstorms are ordinary storms and only a small
number (~4%) produce very large (≥ 4 cm) hailstones (Figures 7). The yearly hail storms
anomaly is not directly related to the yearly fraction of hail storms. The former corresponds to
the difference between the number of hail storms in a particular year and the multi–year
average number of hail storms. The latter corresponds to the fraction of hail storms in a
particular year. Three out of the four years with a positive hail storm frequency anomaly
(2006, 2008, 2009) show a slightly above average fraction of hail storms.
In contrast, 2003 had a higher fraction of hail storms than any other year (Figure 7). A heat
wave in Europe during June, July and August was linked to very high average temperatures
and dry conditions (e.g. Schär and Jendritzky, 2004). In fact, the summer of 2003 was one of
the three driest warm seasons since 1500 (Casty et al., 2005). This led to a below average total
number of thunderstorms, but the highest percentage of hail storms (~40%) compared to the
15-year mean (~17%) (Figure 7). The northward shift of the polar jet and persistent
anticyclonic conditions caused a decrease in baroclinic activity over Central Europe (e.g.
Feudale and Shukla, 2011). As a result, there were fewer frontal systems passing over Europe
that could release potential instability over the Alps during that summer. The thunderstorms
that did occur over Switzerland were on average more severe in terms of hail compared to
thunderstorms in other years.
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Figure 7:
7 Percentagge of ordinaary storms (aa) and hail storms withh POH ≥ 80% (b) over the total
number of storms. The fraction of
o the two haail storm subbclusters ME
ESHS ≥ 2 cm
m (c) and ME
ESHS ≥ 4
s
are allso shown. Note
N the diffeerent scales on
o the y-axis.
cm (d), oover the totall number of storms

4.2 Thu
understorrm track climatology
y
Next, thhe spatial distribution
d
of the sto
orm tracks iis presentedd. Figure 8 shows thee spatial
distribuution and frrequencies of
o SPAs (left column) and HST
Ts (right column) for different
d
threshollds. The haail storm freequency is related to tthe occurrennce of thunnderstorms: overall,
HST m
maxima are co-locatedd with the frequency maxima off ordinary storms. Frrequency
maximaa of ordinarry thundersttorm trackss, hail storm
m tracks, an
nd HSTs arre located along
a
the
foothillss in the pree-Alpine areea on both sides
s
of thee Alps. Thiss is in agreeement with the hail
maximaa described
d in Nisi ett al. (2016
6). The tem
mporal expaansion of the
t dataset by two
additionnal years does
d
not chhange the climatologyy of hail occurrence significanttly. The
maximaa remain loccated in the same areass. Along thee northern sllope of the Alps,
A
the haail storm
frequenncy maximu
um (Figuree 8, a0) is shifted soouthwestwarrd compareed to the ordinary
thunderrstorm frequuency maximum (Figuure 8, b). Thhis shift miight be relaated to frequuent hail
storm foormation duuring south-westerly weather
w
regiimes, a fastter convectiion initiation due to
the com
mbination off orographicc triggering
g, and a higgher storm explosivity
e
(see sectioons 4.3 –
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4.5). North of the Alps, a second hail storm frequency maximum is located over the Jura
Mountains, a secondary mountain ridge in northwestern Switzerland. A third strong hail storm
maximum is evident in the southern Swiss Alps. In the case of southwesterly prefrontal flow,
a weather regime that commonly produces hail in the southern Alps (Nisi et al., 2016), this
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area is often subject to strong orographic forcing, moisture convergence zones, and strong
wind shear (e.g. Panziera et al., 2015). This results in multi-cell clusters and hail storms in
pre-frontal and frontal situations (e.g. Schemm et al., 2016; Cacciamani et al., 1995).
The hail frequency minimum in the heart of the Alps (Nisi et al., 2016) is in agreement with a
minimum in the storm track frequency in this area (Figure 8, a0). Few thunderstorms occur
above and in proximity to the main Alpine ridge. These storms are short-lived and most are
quasi-stationary (not shown). The combination of lower moisture and high friction hinders the
formation and organisation of storms in the heart of the Alps (van Delden, 2001; Nisi et al.,
2014, 2016). Because of lower temperatures near the surface in the mountains, graupel is
common during convective precipitation, but large hail is rare. This is confirmed by HSW
frequencies below 1 for both MESHS ≥ 2 cm and MESHS ≥ 4 cm storms.
The challenges of using radar-based approaches over complex terrain are discussed in Nisi et
al. (2016). There is one issue related to radar technology that affects our results. There was a
sensitivity issue with the previous generation radar system on La Dôle, which covers part of
western France (area highlighted in red in Figure 8, b0). First, there is a cone with low
frequencies to the southwest of the radar (Figure 8, a0) that is caused by shielding due to an
obstacle located close to the radar. Second, because of a lower radar sensitivity, the storm
frequencies over France are likely underestimated. According to Vinet (2001), the southern
French foothills are a hail-prone area; an underestimation is therefore likely, particularly for
ordinary storms, where lower radar reflectivities are involved. An underestimation of the
number of hail storm tracks and HSTs is also present but less evident. Both issues were
present in the former generation La Dôle radar data (2002 – 2011) and solved in the current
generation (Germann et al., 2015).
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Figure 88: Storm traacks (left coolumn) and HST (right column) freequency disttribution. Sttorms are
selected according too different thhresholds: ord
dinary storm
ms (no hail, a0), POH ≥ 80% (a1, b1),, MESHS
4
(a3, b3). <n> is the number of individual
i
trracks consideered. The
≥ 2cm (aa2, b2) and MESHS ≥ 4cm
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area highlighted in red in panel b0 indicates the location of sensitivity issues with La Dôle radar
during the 3rd radar generation, 2002 - 2011.

4.3 Hail streak occurrence
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We will next discuss the behaviour of individual hail swaths within storms. The large
majority of storms produce one HST. Only a small percentage (<4%) of all hail storms
produces 2 or more independent (non-consecutive) HSTs (Table 1). This percentage
decreases with increasing hail threshold. These results differ from those found over the
U.S., where more than 20% of the hail storms produced 4 or more HSTs (Changnon,
1970). Due to differences in the observation systems, the spatial and temporal resolution
of the observations, and the methodologies (manual vs. automatic algorithms), it is
difficult to say if the different fraction of pulsating storms is the result of methodological
or physical differences.
Split storms (e.g. Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978; Schlesinger, 1980; Rotunno and Klemp,
1982) are considered separately. Two HSTs resulting from a splitting process are
considered as independent. The percentage of splitting hail storms is high (32%, Table 1).
The probability of a storm splitting increases with increasing storm severity. The majority
of storm splits (~61%) occur at an early stage in the life cycle of a storm. In ideal cases,
storm splits result in a right-moving and a left-moving updraft. The right-moving storms
are usually stronger and longer-lasting (e.g. Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978; Bluestein et
al., 1990). In Switzerland, severe storms are divided equally into right- and left-moving
storms (Schmid et al., 1993; Schiesser et al., 1995). Orographic effects on the local airflow
and typically weaker wind shear compared to U.S. storms prevent the predominance of rightmoving storms (Huntrieser et al., 1997). In ~84% of the cases, only one of the two storms
produced an HST after a split process.

Storm type

Number
of storms

Storm
splits
(in %)

Storms

Storms

Storms

with

with

with

1 HST

2 HSTs

≥3 HSTs

(in %)

(in %)

(in %)

Ordinary

159439

17

-

-

-

POH ≥ 80%

31823

32

96.9

3.0

0.1
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MESHS ≥ 2cm

18725

41

97.9

2.0

0.1

MESHS ≥ 4cm

6892

48

98.5

1.4

0.1
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Table 1: Total number of storms (2002 – 2016), percentage of storm splits, and percentage of storms
characterized by 1, 2 or more independent HSTs.

HST distribution and occurrence depend on large-scale circulation patterns. In Figure 9,
all HSTs are considered independent, regardless of whether their initiation occurred inside
or outside of the selected radar sub-domain (r = 160 km). HST frequencies are highest
during weather situations characterized by westerly and south-westerly flow. These two
WTs contain 36% and 26% of all HWSs, respectively. During westerly flow, the
frequency maximum is located in northwestern Switzerland along the Jura Mountain
ridge. During south-westerly flow, frequency maxima are located in the foothills south of
the Alps. In all other flow regimes, HSWs are less frequent: each WT contains a HSW
fraction between 1% and 12%. However, HSTs exhibit frequency maxima over specific
locations. For example, in several WTs (e.g. W, SW and S), the HSTs are “channeled”
parallel to the western slope of the Jura Mountains in western France. The spatial
distribution of HSTs indicates that the orography is not only able to trigger convection,
but also affects the propagation of severe storms.
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Figure 99: HST occuurrence for different
d
WT
Ts. HSTs aree selected ussing a threshhold of POH
H = 80%.
Only thee six WTs wiith a numberr of hail storm
ms greater thhan 1’000 aree shown.

orm and hail streak initiation
4.4 Sto
The role of com
mplex terraiin in trigggering convection is widely accknowledgeed (e.g.
Huntrieeser et al., 1997; Davvolio et al.,, 2009; Weeckwerth ett al., 2011,, Nisi et all., 2014,
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Trefalt et al., submitted). This study investigates not only thunderstorm initiation, but also
HST initiation (Figure 10).
Initiation locations are strongly correlated with the orography. Ordinary thunderstorms
(Figure 10, a0) form frequently along the northern and southern foothills of the Alps,
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along the Jura Mountains, over the Black Forest in southern Germany, and in the Swabian
Jura. Initiations in the heart of the Alps are rare. As described in Section 3.4, initiations
are identified using a relatively weak radar reflectivity threshold of 35 dBZ. For this
reason, the radar issues (shielding, underestimation) described in Section 4.1 in Nisi et al.
(2016) may have an influence on thunderstorm detection in the inner Alps (e.g. Figure 10,
a0).
There are no evident differences between the storm initiation locations and HST initiation
locations (Figure 10, a1-a3, b1-b3). Hail storms and HWS initiation maxima over the
foothills are in close proximity. This is an indication that hail storms usually have an
explosive development and/or are slow-moving.
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Figure 110: Storm- (lleft column) and HST-in
nitiation (righht column) frequency
f
disstribution. Sttorms are
selected according too different thhresholds: orrdinary storm
ms (no hail), POH ≥ 80%
%, MESHS ≥ 2cm and
MESHS ≥ 4cm.
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The initiation of storms with MESHS ≥ 4cm are more homogenously distributed,
especially south of the Alps. Such hail sizes occur in well-organized storms like
supercells. The occurrence of supercells depends largely on the environmental wind shear
(e.g. Markowski and Richardson, 2010). Mountains interfere with the airflow, reducing
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the possibility of developing an organized and persistent structure (e.g. Schiesser et al.,
1995). In northern Switzerland, HST initiations are predominantly located along the
northern slope of the Alps and in the Jura Mountains. There, especially in the case of prefrontal environments, an overall greater bulk wind shear (Schemm et al., 2016) can
promote severe storms even if complex terrain affects the low-level mesocyclone
structure.
Hail storm initiations can be separated according to large-scale circulation patterns
(Figure 11). During four WTs (SW, W, NW, N), initiation frequency maxima are located
over hilly terrain and a more homogeneous initiation distribution is found over plain
areas. During northeasterly and southerly flow, the frequency maxima are less
pronounced. During northeasterly and southerly flow regimes, a synoptic-scale low
pressure system is usually not far from the Alps (Weusthoff, 2011; Rohrer, 2013). The
combination of abundant low-level moisture, high instability and wind shear is favorable
for storm initiation even without the orographic forcing. Previously studies (e.g.
Kottmeier et al., 2008; Hagen et al, 2011) have demonstrated that, depending on the flow
direction and air mass stability, the interaction with orography can be crucial for
convection initiation. Presumably, WTs showing large frequency maxima over the
foothills contain a higher fraction of air mass convection caused by surface fluxes and
thermally driven wind systems (differential heating).
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Figure 111: Spatial distribution of hail storm
m initiation for differen
nt WTs. Haill storms aree selected
using a tthreshold of POH = 80%
%. Only the six
s WTs thatt show a num
mber of storm
ms greater thhan 1000
are show
wn.

4.5 Haiil storm ex
xplosivity, duration
n and path length.
Spatial and tempo
oral charactteristics of SPAs and HSTs provvide inform
mation abouut storm
stationaarity, longeevity and exxplosivity. In Figure 112, path lenngths and durations
d
ass well as
spatial and
a temporral distancees between storm- andd hail-initiattion are anaalysed for ddifferent
hail thresholds. With
W increassing hail severity, bothh SPAs andd HSTs havve a greaterr spatial
mporal extennt (the meddian length of the MES
SHS ≥ 2 cm
m sample annd the MES
SHS ≥ 4
and tem
cm sam
mple are 300% and 76% longer, respectivelly, than th
he POH ≥ 80% samplle). The
increasee in HST siize is greatter than thaat of an entiire SPA in both
b
space and time.
The stroonger the updraft,
u
thee higher thee capabilityy of the sto
orm to prodduce persisttent hail
cores aand large hailstones. The
T normaalization off HST length and durration to thhe entire
storm liife cycle (bboxplots c and d in Figure
F
13) shows
s
a strrong increaase with inccreasing
hail storm severityy. Severe HSTs
H
are moore persisteent in spacee and time. On average, HSTs
H ≥ 80% sto
orms cover ~19% of thhe total disttance of stoorm paths and
a last forr 36% of
in POH
the totaal duration of storm life cycless. For MES
SHS ≥ 2 cm storms, we obtainned 37%
(distancce) and 47%
% (durationn), and 49%
% (distance)) and 62% (duration)
(
f MESHS
for
S ≥ 4 cm
storms.
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Figure 112: The paneel figure shoows hail storrm trajectoriees and HST lengths (a), duration (b)), and the
spatial (c) and tempporal (d) disttance between storm iniitiation and hail initiatioon for three different
hresholds. Liight grey boxes show enntire storm trrajectories; dark
d
grey boxxes show
POH andd MESHS th
only the HSTs. Only
y SPAs that are
a entirely in
n the researcch domain arre consideredd: 30’523 stoorms with
POH ≥ 880% , 18’0055 storms withh MESHS ≥ 2 cm, and 6’’797 storms with
w MESHS
S ≥ 4 cm.

The tim
me lag betw
ween storm-- and HST-iinitiation iss taken as a proxy for storm explosivity.
There is a decreasse in both the
t spatial and tempooral distancce between initiation aand hail
1
with increasing
i
storm seveerity. The median
m
vallues, the
formation (Figure 12c and 12d)
75th perrcentile off the initiallization disstances, andd the relattive decrease are smaall. This
indicatees that the large majoority of storrms are quaasi-stationaary during their
t
initiall stages.
Mediann values of the initiatioon time lagg show a clear decreasse: on averaage, a MES
SHS ≥ 4
cm storrm starts producing
p
hail 10 minutes
m
afteer the first radar detection. Thhe clear
decreasse in the median,
m
75thh, and 95th percentile is an indication that the
t more inntense a
storm iss, the more rapidly it develops.
d
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Spatial and tempo
oral differennces betweeen initiations are norm
malized witth the life sspans of
the storrms (boxploots a and b in Figure 13). With increasing hail threshhold, a deccrease in
both noormalized sppatial and temporal
t
haail initializaation differrences is fo
ound. This decrease
d
HS ≥ 2 cm → 49%, MESHS
M
≥ 4 cm →
is stronnger in timee (POH ≥ 80% → 700%, MESH
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36%) thhan in space (POH ≥ 80%
8
→ 11%
%, MESHS ≥ 2 cm → 8%, MESH
HS ≥ 4 cm → 5%).
Smallerr spatial an
nd temporaal differencces betweenn storm and hail initiializations indicate
that haiil storms arre often quaasi-stationaary during their
t
initial stages, andd are charaacterized
by rapidd intensificcation.

Figure 113: Normalized distancee (a) and tim
me span (b) between stoorm formatio
on and hail initiation,
i
HST lenngth (c), and duration (d)). Distances and durationns are normaalized with entire storm trajectory
t
lengths aand durations, respectively.

Figure 14 shows hail
h storm ccharacteristtics for diffferent weath
her regimess. During westerly,
w
south-w
westerly, annd southerlly flows, SPAs
S
and HSTs
H
last longest
l
andd cover thee largest
distancees. This maay be becauuse a greatter fractionn of storms developedd in pre-fronntal and
frontal environmen
nts with higgher wind shear
s
and steering
s
win
nds. In general, differences in
HST lenngths amonng the WTss are small. Differencees in the avverage storm
m duration are also
small. W
WTs that arre more com
mmonly inffluenced byy synoptic forcing
f
(e.gg. W, SW, S) show
a slighttly higher average
a
storrm duration
n. Average HST durattion is almo
ost constant for the
majorityy of WTs (Figure
(
14bb). Despite the chaoticc nature of convectivee processes and the
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large nuumber of paarameters and
a dependences invollved, it seem
ms that thee duration of
o HWSs
is intrinnsically lim
mited by the typical liife cycle off thundersttorms. Althhough multiicellular
clusterss may persiist for hours, individuaal storms have
h
a typiccal life cyclle of about 30 – 60
minutess (Markowsski and Ricchardson, 20010). Thus,, the duratio
on of HWS
Ss is also lim
mited.
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The separation of
o the spattio-temporaal differencces betweeen storm initiation
i
a
and
hail
initiatioon accordin
ng to weaather regim
mes does show clear differencees. Greaterr spatial
differennces for W,
W SW and S WTs, buut constantt temporal differences among all
a WTs,
indicatee that the intensity of
o wind shhear may play
p
a rolee (Figure 14c).
1
Durinng these
weatherr regimes, storms move
m
more rapidly than
t
usual and thereefore coverr larger
distancees. Differennces in the storm intennsificationss are small. This indicates that allmost no
relationnship exists between sttorm explosivity and the
t large-sccale weatheer regime.

Figure 114: The figuure shows stoorm trajectorries and HST
T lengths (a)), duration (bb), and the spatial (c)
and temp
mporal (d) disstance betweeen storm in
nitiation and hail initiation for threee different WTs.
W
Hail
storms aare selected with a thresshold of POH = 80%. Only
O
the sixx WTs with more than 11000 hail
storms aare shown. Liight grey boxxes correspoond to entire storm trajecttories; dark grey
g
boxes shhow only
the HST
T.
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4.6 Yearly, monthly and diurnal cycle of storms and hail streaks
In this section, the length (a), distance (b), and area (c) of the SPAs and HSTs are
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analysed at yearly, monthly (Figure 15) and diurnal (Figure 16) scales. For all three time
scales, the distribution of spatio-temporal differences between thunderstorm and HST
initiation shows no trends (not shown). There are no significant trends in SPA and HST
lengths (Figure 15, a0). Yearly median lengths of both SPAs and HSTs follow a normal
distribution, with the SPA yearly median length varying between 18 and 37 km and the
HST median length varying between 6 and 21 km. There are no significant trends in SPA
and HST median duration (Figure 15, b0), but a significant increase in the average SPA
and HST area is observed (Figure 15, c0). In summary, HST average areas are constant
over the reviewed period, whereas the average SPA area increases.
Summer 2003, a particularly dry year, does not stand out in terms of SPA and HST length,
duration, or average area. Despite frequent conditions favouring hail storms (see Section 4.1),
SPAs and HSTs were not more extended or longer-lasting than the multi-year averages.
Monthly distributions reveal a significant seasonal cycle in all three parameters. A total of
31’823 hail storms are considered (Table 1). The lowest number of storms (684) occur in
April, whereas the highest (10’491) occur in July. A minimum in both SPA length and
duration is found in June and July (Figure 15, a1 and b1). Larger values are found in April
and September. The minimum is caused by a greater fraction of air mass convection occurring
during the months with the highest solar radiation. These storms and the storms produced by
differential heating and local convergences are usually quasi-stationary and hence produce
short SPAs. Furthermore, the absence of wind shear and the subsequent expansion of the cool
pool below the thunderstorm reduces the storm’s life cycle (e.g. Markowski and Richardson,
2010). At both the beginning and the end of the warm season, air masses are usually less
favourable for the development of thunderstorms. In these cases, additional forcing, e.g.
frontal (e.g. Schemm et al., 2016), is needed. HSTs follow an opposite seasonal cycle
compared to SPAs. The maximum HST extension and duration is found between June and
August. While severe storms can persist for a long time in relatively cold air masses
(April, May, September), results indicate that moist and warm environments are more
favourable for long-living HSTs.
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There is a distinct diurnal cycle in the hourly SPA and HST parameters (Figure 16). In
this analysis, the lowest number of hail storms is found between 06 and 08 UTC (373) and
the highest number between 14 and 16 UTC (7’355). For SPA length and duration, a
maximum is found in the morning hours (06 to 08 UTC), followed by a relatively rapid
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decrease during the late morning and early afternoon (08 to 12 UTC). Morning peaks are
difficult to explain. Compared to the afternoon, storms are fewer but long-lasting. Air mass
convection is less common in the morning because insufficient surface heating leads to
greater stability. Because high wind shear is needed, local convergences produced by the
interaction of mountain and valley breezes are unable to generate long-lasting storms with
long SPAs. Thus, frontal triggering is the most likely reason for these morning peaks. The
successive decrease of SPA length and duration is explained by the increase in air mass
convection as the day progresses. A minimum in both SPA length and duration is found in
the middle to late afternoon (12 to 16 UTC) when air mass convection dominates.
HST lengths and durations show a similar but less pronounced diurnal cycle (Figure 16a
and 16b). When air mass convection dominates, HSTs tend to be shorter in time and
space. Slightly lower HST values are found in the morning hours (04 to 08 UTC). The
signal is not very clear, but a slight anti-correlation between SPA and HST average areas
is found.
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Figure 115: The figu
ure shows thee yearly (lefft column) annd the monthhly (right co
olumn) distribbution of
storm traajectories and
d HST lengthhs (ax), durattion (bx) andd (cx) averagee area. For viisualization purposes,
p
HST areeas (cx) are multiplied
m
by 10. Light grey boxes correspond to entire stoorm trajectorries, dark
grey boxxes to HSTs only.
o
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Figure 116: The figu
ure shows thee diurnal cyccle of storm trajectories and
a HST lenngths (a), durration (b)
and averrage area. Foor visualizattion purposes, HST areaas (c) are muultiplied by 10. Light grrey boxes
correspoond to entire storm trajecttories, dark grey
g
boxes too HSTs only. Local time = UTC + 2 hours.
h
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5 Summary and conclusions
A cell-based hail storm analysis based on 15 years of homogeneous volumetric radar data is
presented. Radar-based hail detection algorithms (POH, MESHS), as well as a thunderstorm
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tracking algorithm (TRT), were used to reprocess Swiss radar data between April and
September from 2002 – 2016, resulting in a unique database of more than 1.1 million storms.
In Switzerland and and adjacent regions the investigation domain more than 191’000 storms
were analysed, of which more than 31’000 were hail-producing storms. Based on this dataset,
information is provided on the spatial distributions, initiation locations, and trajectories of
thunderstorms and hail streaks. The dependence of these characteristics on large-scale
weather regimes is also discussed. Furthermore, radar data with a 1 km2 resolution were used
to investigate the spatio-temporal characteristics of storm footprints.
Standardized anomalies of the yearly number of storms and hail swaths show that only few
seasons have a hail storm frequency far above the average. A high hail occurrence in a
particular year is not correlated with a higher number of convective storms, but is correlated
with a greater fraction of hail storms (e.g. 2003). Other years that show a high number of
convective storms (e.g. 2014) do not show positive hail anomalies. On average, ordinary
thunderstorms account for about 83% of all convective storms, and hail storms about 17%.
Hail storms with hailstones ≥ 2 cm represent about 10% of the total, those with hailstones ≥ 4
cm, 3%. The hailstone size estimates are based on the MESHS radar product and hence
subject to uncertainty.
Hail streak (HST) density maxima are found along both the southern and northern foothills in
the pre-Alpine area. An additional maximum is found in the Jura Mountains in northwestern
Switzerland. Very few HSTs are present along the Alpine main ridge; those that are present
have a limited spatial and temporal extension. There is a good spatial correlation between
ordinary thunderstorms and HST maxima: in general, areas that are often affected by hail are
the same areas where thunderstorms are more frequent. However, some regional differences
exist. For example, the hail storm maximum along the northern slope of the Alps is shifted
southwestward compared to the location of the ordinary thunderstorm maximum.
The large majority of hail storms (>96%) contain only a single HST. This percentage
increases with storm severity. This is in agreement with generally longer lasting and more
extended HSTs for MESHS ≥ 4 cm storms. Furthermore, the HST fraction of the total storm
path (SPA) increases with increasing storm severity. Finally, the most severe storms show the
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most explosive evolution during the early stages of their life cycles. On average, only 10
minutes pass between the first storm detection by the radar and the first hail signal in storms
producing ≥ 4 cm hailstones.
A strong dependence of HST occurrence on large-scale circulation patterns is found. During
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south-westerly and westerly weather regimes, HST frequencies are highest and storm tracks
are long. However, HST duration and storm explosivity appear to be independent of
circulation patterns. This indicates that more extended HSTs during south-westerly and
westerly weather regimes are connected to stronger winds and therefore faster storm
velocities. More than 62% of all HSTs occur during these two weather regimes.
The hail initiation maxima are located over the northern and southern foothills of the Alps and
along the Jura Mountains and are typically displaced towards the southwest compared to the
location of hail maxima. The low number of HST initiations in the heart of the Alps is
consistent with the lower occurrence of lightning observed in this area (Nisi et al., 2014), and
with the lower occurrence of overshooting tops (Punge et al., 2017). The dependence of hail
storm occurrence and distribution on large-scale circulation is a very important result.
Identifying the large-scale atmospheric drivers responsible for seasons with high hail
frequency is of high practical value, not only for monthly and seasonal outlooks, but also for
climate modelling. Large-scale atmospheric predictors are used to develop statistical models
for reproducing and forecasting hail occurrence (e.g. Mohr et al., 2015, Madonna et al, 2017).
Hail proxies derived from climate model simulations can then be used to estimate the
evolution of regional hail occurrence in a changing climate (e.g. Mohr et al., 2015).
Yearly distributions of SPA and HST characteristics like length, duration and average area do
not exhibit significant trends during the 15-year time period. However, they do exhibit strong
year-to-year variability, and distinct seasonal and diurnal cycles are found. The SPAs are
shortest in space and time in June and July as a result of a larger fraction of quasi-stationary
storms caused by air mass convection. In contrast, HSTs exhibit maximum HST spatiotemporal lengths in June and July. This indicates that stronger and persistent updrafts are
produced in warmer and moister air masses.
The diurnal cycle is more pronounced for SPAs than for HSTs. SPA and HST minima are
found in the afternoon hours, as this is when air mass and orographic convection produce
stationary storms.
The results show nicely that radar-based approaches can be used for studies of thunderstorms
and hail even in areas with complex orography. The combination of intelligent radar network
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design and sophisticated data processing makes radar (ground- and satellite based, e.g. Mroz
et al., 2017) an excellent instrument for these type of studies. Climatological information of
large storm trajectory datasets can be valuable for the nowcasting of severe storms, for
climate monitoring, for the verification of NWP and for applications in the insurance
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sector. Future work will include a detailed analysis of the relationship between hail storm
initiation/intensification/decay and orography. Given that convection initiation is very
common in the Alpine area (e.g. Collier and Lilley, 1994; Huntrieser et al., 1997), and that
orographic forcing is one of the main reasons for providing preferred thunderstorm pathways
(e.g. Panziera et al, 2011), large storm datasets may be used in a probabilistic sense to provide
thunderstorm severity nowcasts.

Appendix 1
Parameter:

Explanation:

Units:

Time and geolocation
Each storm has a single ID for its whole life

-

1.

Storm-ID

2.

FirstDetection

Date and time of storm initiation

-

3.

LastDetection

Date and time of storm final decay

-

4.

Centroid

cycle

Geolocation of storm centroid (geodetic
coordinates) for each 5-minute step for the

[°]

entire storm life cycle
Geolocation of storm border (geodetic
5.

Border

coordinates) for each 5-minute step for the

[°]

entire storm life cycle

Storm characteristics
6.

Minimum detection

7.

Average reflectivity

Minimum reflectivity threshold used to
detect the storm
Average reflectivity of the storm considering
the entire area
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[dBZ]
[dBZ]

8.

Maximum reflectivity

9.

Area
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10. Velocity
11. Hail - POH

12. Hail - MESHS

Maximum reflectivity of the storm
considering the entire area
Storm area
Storm velocity and direction
Distribution of POH values considering the
entire area
Distribution of MESHS values considering
the entire area

[dBZ]
[km2]
[km/h, 0-360°]
[%]
[mm]

Number and exact time of storm splitting
13. Split

process, considering the whole storm life
cycle

Table 2: list of storm parameters stored in the hail storm database.

Appendix 2: list of acronyms
CEST:

Central European Summer Time

COSMO:

COnsortium for Small-scale Modelling

COSMO-CH:COSMO Switzerland
COSMO-1:

COSMO 1.0 km2 resolution

COSMO-2:

COSMO 2.2 km2 resolution

COSMO-7:

COSMO 6.6 km2 resolution

CSI:

Critical Success Index

ET45:

45 dBZ Echo Top height

ET50:

50 dBZ Echo Top height

FAR:

False Alarm Rate

H0:

freezing level height

HST:

Hail Streaks

HSW:

Hail Swath

MESH:

Maximum Estimated Size of Hail

MESHS:

Maximum Expected Severe Hail Size

NAO:

North Atlantic Oscillation

NWP:

Numerical Weather Prediction
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POD:

Probability Of Detection

POH:

Probability Of Hail

POSH:

Probability of Severe Hail

SHI:

Severe Hail Index

SPA:

Storm Path

STD:

Standard Deviation

TRT:

Thunderstorm Radar Tracking

UTC:

Universal Time Coordinated

VIL:

Vertically Integrated Liquid

WT:

Weather Type
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